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What does a ‘mindful marriage’ look like? The new reality of marriage in this time of transition
is a central theme of this book.Relationships – not only our marital ones but all our essential
ones – are in turmoil. Our relationship to our children, our parents, our friends, our society, the
relationship between societies and nations, our political and legal relationships, our economic
ties, our relationship to our earth home and to our Creative Source have all changed and
humanity is scrambling to find its new ground.Most of us are experiencing these massive shifts
as painful and confusing, but the Bahá’í writings, which have anticipated this dislocation in
human affairs, make it clear that these changes are necessary and are the birthing pains for
the establishment of a new reality. We are making the great shift from our collective
adolescence into the coming of age of the human race.If we fail to realize that the
requirements of marriage have also expanded, we will fall into the marital malaise that has
seized most couples on the planet. Marriage can be either a nightmare or a source of joy and
enrichment – the former if we continue our old patterns; the latter insofar as we can awaken to,
and move beyond, the unconscious patterns to which most of us are still subservient.The
authors believe that marriage can now fulfil its highest potential and become an unprecedented
source of well-being. We are now in a position to access a new level of consciousness and
integrate the new principles which are the very ‘spirit of this age’.So what does a ‘mindful
marriage’ look like? The new reality of marriage in this time of transition is a central theme of
this book.
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parents, whose marriages were the matrix of our upbringing, and whose unresolved struggles
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the mill of our own marriage and that, in transmuting these into greater understanding and an
ever-deepening love for each other, we feel an abiding joy and sense of fulfilment. A deep
appreciation also goes to those precious gifts entrusted to us – our beloved children – who are
inheriting all that we are leaving unresolved and who, we are confident, will also come to
embrace the challenges and occasions for growth this will inevitably bring into their own
marriages. From our parents and our children we have learned marvellous lessons about life,
its fascinating depths and possibilities, and about the greatness of our Creator.To the growing
rank of psychologists, social researchers, therapists and educators who have come to realize
the crucial importance of the marital relationship in the ongoing development of the human
psyche and human society, and whose theoretical and practical findings have helped us in our
own marriage and in our work, we are profoundly thankful. Our appreciation also goes to the
many couples who have turned to us for counsel, therapy and education, and whose courage
and devotion in doing the work of marriage has inspired us to move forward on the mission we
have taken on .In helping to hone the text of this present endeavour we would like to thank our
editor, May Hofman and, in particular, Annabel Knight, who kindly reviewed the whole work and
provided many helpful suggestions before we sent it off to the publisher.Finally, and most
importantly, we acknowledge our souls’ deepest gratitude to Bahá’u’lláh, whose Revelation has
revolutionized all of our relationships.PrologueSitting opposite each other at a table in the
corner of a quiet restaurant, May and Jonathon, oblivious of people around them, gaze into
each other’s eyes. He has made up his mind that THIS IS THE NIGHT he will ask her to marry
him. A waitress is standing nearby, looking bored, she has clearly been waiting for some time
for the couple to order from their menus.Jonathon: It’s so good to be with you again. I missed
you so much. I had to stop myself from catching the bus home last night, I just couldn’t wait
one more day . . .May: I know! It’s only been two days but it seems like two weeks. I’ve missed
you so much.Jonathon: Two weeks! It felt like two years! I couldn’t stop thinking about you. You
were on my mind day and night. I tell you, I need to be with you ALL the time.May: Me too! I
just couldn’t concentrate on anything, knowing that you were so far away, it’s like part of me
was missing. Everyone was getting so annoyed with me at work, but I didn’t care.Jonathon: Me
too! And my colleagues were really making fun of me, not that I care either. Everything without
you is so dull. They always complained before – that I was a man of few words, and now they
say I’ve lost my ability to listen. But it’s because I’m just thinking of you constantly. (suddenly



serious – concerned he may seem irresponsible) But I do try my best to keep half alert when
the boss enters the room!May: (laughing) I bet you are great at your job. When I first met you I
thought you would never talk – you were definitely the ‘strong silent type’.Jonathan: Well,
heating engineers are not known to be great conversationalists . . .May: (laughing again) You
were so mysterious.Jonathon: Well, I can’t shut up now! You see, it’s all your fault, you are so
easy to talk to. Everyone says that about you, you are so sweet and charming, everyone loves
you.May: (with a sweet smile) YOU are the sweet one! You know, I’m saying your name to
myself so much that I kept calling John – you know, the sandwich guy – ‘Jonathon’. It was quite
embarrassing!!Jonathon: (laughing out loud) I LOVE hearing you say my name. Such a boring
name, ‘Jonathon’. But the way you say it, it makes me feel like a movie star or something. Last
night I woke up calling your name in my dream. May, it’s so magical . . . like a light summer
breeze . . . May . . .The waitress comes for the second time. ‘Are you ready yet?’ They
laughingly apologize and ask for yet more time since they have not had any chance to look at
the menu. They are oblivious to the waitress’s bad mood.Jonathon: What would you like to eat,
my love?May: I’m not sure. What about you?Jonathon: I like the sound of the baked
salmon.Waitress: Let me guess – you’ll have that too?May: Yes!! I was just thinking about the
salmon. We’ll both go for that.They finally order and get back into their own world.Jonathon:
(gazing into his beloved’s eyes) You look beautiful. This colour brings out the deep blue in your
eyes. I missed those eyes so much . . .May: (smiling, with a shine in her eyes) You don’t look
bad yourself. Is that a new shirt? And have you been going to the gym?Jonathon: Yeah, got it
yesterday . . . for our date today. And yes, thank you for noticing, I HAVE been working out. I
just have so much energy I need to burn it off – I feel like I’m going to explode . . .May: (looking
at the flower he has just given her) This is so beautiful.Jonathon: Not as beautiful as you are
(holding her hand).May: (slightly tearful) How did you know this is my favourite flower?
Jonathon: When I saw it at the flower stand, I knew this was for you (feeling proud he got it
right).May: This has been my favourite flower since I was a child and I have always liked this
shade of pink (delighted to see how well he has come to know her).Jonathon: (bringing up her
hand to kiss and hold) I have so much to tell you.May: I can’t wait to hear it all.Jonathon: The
day before yesterday, after we said goodbye . . .* * *Two years later, around 8 p.m., Jonathon
arrives at home, throws his briefcase on the couch and sinks into it . . .Jonathon: What a day!
I’m exhausted.May: (trying to stay calm) Didn’t you say you would be home by six?!Jonathon:
Sorry, got carried away with this new proposal. (Silence. May stares at him. He senses her
mood and tentatively asks) Is there anything to eat around here? I’m starving.May: (sarcastic)
Is there anything to eat? Well – since I thought we were going out tonight the answer would be
– no – there isn’t anything to eat!Jonathon: (irritated with her lack of ability to understand) I told
you I had to finish this proposal. You know how important it is.May: (raising her voice) You could
have at least called. I’ve just been sitting here on my own for two hours watching TV like some
loser housewife . . .Jonathon: I got carried away writing and lost count of hours. I said sorry,
didn’t I?May: (shouting louder with frustration) But you said that last time too. I thought, we are
finally going to have a night out, just you and me, and I got all dressed up for it too. You haven’t
even noticed, have you?Jonathon: (looks at her for the first time since arriving) What did you do
to your hair?May: So you finally noticed my hair. Well, thanks a LOT.Jonathon: But your hair
was short already.May: I had it COLOURED – O my God – I spent a fortune at the hairdressers
on that special organic colouring for pregnant women. Forget it! You’re hopeless . . .Jonathon:
(worried) A fortune? How much did you spend? (seeing May’s furious expression he hastily
changes the subject and tries to speak reasonably ) Listen, I have been working all day writing
this proposal, all so that I can get a better position to ensure a good future for you and our baby.



(May is silent) After all, it was you who wanted a baby, wasn’t it?May: (exploding) What????
ME ?? who wanted a baby? YOU’RE the one who wanted kids, and anyway, how about
working hard to ensure a good present for your WIFE.Jonathon: (silent, fuming)May:
(becoming more crazed with frustration) . . . we both agreed to have a baby, but it’s me who is
exhausted and feeling sick all day. When are you going to grow up and take responsibility for
your decisions?Jonathon: (trying to keep a cool head, attempts to bring more logic to the
situation) Have I become the devil now for working two extra hours for my family’s well-being?
Is this my punishment for working hard?May: Family? What about me? We don’t even have a
family yet and I’ve been waiting here for you after a full tiring day, not knowing what to do or
expect. Your mobile was off. (starting to cry) How was I to know where you were?Jonathon: I
hadn’t noticed it was out of juice. (restless and confused as to what to say) These days I feel I
have to report to you every minute of my life and about my every move. What is your problem,
anyway? Don’t you trust me? Don’t you believe that I was working in my office?May: (amazed
at how out of touch he is) This is not a question of trust.Jonathon: (baffled) What is it then?
May: It’s about caring.Jonathon: You mean I don’t care about you?!May: If you cared you would
have thought of me instead of the proposal. At least you would have called. You don’t think of
me at all.Jonathon: (with a helpless tone) This is so unfair. I’ve been working like hell because I
care.May: If you cared you would notice how I feel these days. You would have noticed my new
dress and the fact that I went to so much trouble with my hair.Jonathon: (confused as ever with
her moods) You have become so demanding. Is this something to do with pregnancy
hormones?May: Oh, that’s so typical – blame it on hormones. A woman wanting to be noticed
by her husband is demanding? Is it demanding to you to be concerned about how your wife
feels?Jonathon: (losing it) How about you being concerned about my feelings? I am completely
worn out and this is what I come home to!!May: Sometimes I don’t think I know you any more.
In fact I think I never really got to know the real you.Jonathon: What about you? Where did all
this moodiness come from? You’re crazy. You have become such a drama queen.May’s tears
give way to racking sobs. Feeling helpless and incapable of consoling May, Jonathon leaves
the room and goes to the kitchen, thinking that no matter what he does or says, nothing is
good enough. He leaves her to cry by herself.Feeling abandoned, May’s sobs intensify further,
seeing this as proof that he doesn’t care. All kinds of thoughts race through her mind.After a
few minutes he comes back, feeling desperate to do or say something.Jonathan: Come on,
let’s order a pizza. Let’s relax and watch TV. (Holds her and tries to kiss her. Feeling
disrespected, she frees herself from his arms.)May: You’ve obviously forgotten and couldn’t
care less that pizza makes me throw up?! You can have your pizza and watch your beloved TV
by yourself! (She storms out of the room and slams the door behind her, leaving him
bewildered.)'3'3'3 '3'3'3 '3'3'3What happened?!• • • • • • • • • •For SaleWedding dress, size 12Worn once
mistake• • • • • • • • • •It might be hard to believe that this is the same couple who only two
years earlier seemed born for each other. One is naturally befuddled. What happened to the
two soulmates who could hardly bear to be apart? Why do married couples find themselves,
within the span of a few weeks, months or years, totally misunderstood and frustrated? When
do they lose sensitivity and attunement to each others’ feelings along the way? Why can’t he
understand her feelings and pay attention to them? Why is it so difficult to satisfy her – and
what more does she want anyway? Do people really change after getting married, or were they
blind to the real self of the other? What was it in the first place that blinded him in his choice?
What was it that lured her into this relationship? Should they have spent more time getting to
know each other before getting married? Does this mean that love and passion never last?
Does marriage always feel like a trap after a while? Does this happen to all couples? Can



conflict be prevented? Should they stick it out and live the rest of their life with the resentment
growing between them, at least for the sake of their children? Should they divorce and find
more suitable partners while there is still time? Taking part in the often bewildering scenes of
marriage, one may come to boil it down to the ultimate question: Did I make a mistake in my
choice of partner?These questions are among the many that are repeatedly raised in our
seminars, workshops and therapy sessions, wherever we have been. They are the concerns of
many singles and couples that we encounter around us. In the chapters that follow, we are
going to bring in spiritual and psychological perspectives to answer these and many other
questions about marriage and its purpose for us today.If you are of the belief that relationships
are made in heaven and a good marriage should occur naturally, you may find it difficult to last
beyond Chapter 1 or 2. If, however, you are in pursuit of a fulfilling, continuously enriching
relationship with your spouse and have an inkling that good marriages – like beautiful gardens,
awe-inspiring buildings, or children who exhibit a panoply of virtues – take work, energy and
conscious attention and that marriage has a spiritual purpose beyond our own personal
interests, then this book should have something to offer you.Our approachWhat we will share
with you are the insights we have gained over the years from different major sources. Our
foundational source, our underlying beliefs and conceptions come from the prophetic vision of
‘unity in diversity’ in the Bahá’í Revelation. The principles and writings of the Bahá’í Faith point
the way forward for establishing unity while recognizing and honouring the differences and
diversity found in the human race. We find the differences between husband and wife to be
akin to the kind of differences encountered between peoples of the world.The second source
influencing our approach is the social sciences, especially psychological and social theories
and findings related to marriage. These findings have gone through a revolution in the last
couple of decades and are shedding new light on human behaviour and the workings of the
human mind. The theories and practice of psychology, especially in the field of couples therapy,
have been moving radically away from the previous reductionist, individualistic orientation
towards a more relationship-based approach. This revolution which is taking place in the
psychological understanding of marriage is significant in helping couples to make sense of the
dynamics of this most intimate of relationships. Besides being informed of most of these new
developments, we have had the opportunity of being trained in Imago Relationship Therapy,
which we find particularly relevant as it sees couplehood as a spiritual path.We have also been
in the privileged position of working closely with couples, sharing in their struggles and learning
from their experiences over many years and this has greatly enriched our perspective.
Additionally, we hope to offer in this book some of the insights and the experience of our own
journey of couplehood, now over 22 years. The work on this journey has brought incalculable
blessings and joy to us and to our family life.Far from positing ‘the way’, we sincerely hope that
you will choose from what we offer whatever you feel will be of benefit to you and your specific
kind of relationship. We believe that everyone deserves a rich and fulfilling marriage and that
we are all capable of achieving this. In this process we will also pave the way and make it
easier for our children to have healthy fulfilling marriages of their own.MindfulnessAs the title of
our present endeavour is Mindful Matrimony, a few words about mindfulness is in order.
Mindfulness is something that has a strong tradition in Buddhism and Hinduism. It has also
often been cultivated in the monasteries and religious schools of other faiths. Significantly, it is
also being adopted more and more into Western psychology and medical science. The word
‘mindfulness’ connotes presence, being awake and alive to what is. Reference to mindfulness
can be found increasingly in psychological literature. But what does mindfulness have to do
with marriage?In order to see ourselves and our partners accurately, we need to search for the



unconscious patterns and habits of thought that seem to come out of the woodwork and derail
our best efforts to create unity. In this process, we need to be present for each other, open and
awake to the differing (and often complementary) version of reality our partner frequently
presents to us. The process of being mindful and present to our partner in difficult times is an
intrinsic challenge to our ego, which strives, when entering into conflict, to make the other
conform to its expectations or, on the other hand, resentfully cave in. Our minds, especially in
the intimate context of the marital relationship, tend to get triggered automatically, pulling us
into regressive behaviours which cause ruptures in our feelings of connectedness.Jonathon in
the example above felt he had a good reason for forgetting a planned night out. May felt she
had an equally valid reason for being hurt and angry at his lapse. While each is talking, the
other is in another world, triggered by what is being said. Neither is mindful or present for the
other. It may be that both Jonathon and May are very spiritually oriented people, very religious.
But whatever spiritual orientation they may have has been usurped by primitive, animal-like
patterns of attack and defence.Ruptures occur in marriage more readily than in other
relationships for reasons that will be covered in the next few chapters. What we will try to offer
is a possible way to the kind of mindfulness that would not only make repairs possible and
natural, leading to growth and deeper connection, but would help prevent most conflicts and
their causing any serious damage to our souls as we share the journey of life together.• • • • • •
• • • •In every marriage more than a week old, there are grounds for divorce. The trick is to find,
and continue to find, grounds for marriage.[1]Robert Anderson• • • • • • • • • •Cultivating the
virtues that are required in order to remain mindful in relationships is always challenging.
Ironically, we often tend to think we can relax our standards when we are at home, but the
opposite is true. It is our belief that bringing mindfulness into the most central of our
relationships – marriage – will bring us the greatest dividends. We will heal, grow spiritually,
become a healthy model to our children, and provide them with a safer and more authentically
nurturing environment to grow up in. We will become better community members, more
compassionate with people different from us, more able to heal rifts in relationships and to help
others to do the same. The world is desperate for people like this, and marriage is the perfect
factory for the mass production of this – so far – rare and highly prized good. This, we
understand, is the spiritual purpose of marriage.Where do we start this journey?• • • • • • • • •
•In the opinion of the world, marriage ends all, as it does in a comedy. The truth is precisely the
opposite: it begins all. [2]Attributed to Anne-Sophie Swetchine• • • • • • • • • •In order to
understand, in human terms, the befuddling dynamics of this intense and intimate union called
marriage, we have to go back to that other intense and intimate union which exists between
infant and parent, and understand how this evolves through the child’s formative years. It is the
forgotten or repressed aspects of these relationships which we bring into our marriages that
present challenges for us in maintaining love and intimacy. Looking mindfully into past
experiences helps us move from mindless reaction into caring presence. Marriage will become,
as we shall see, the best suited vehicle to help us heal the wounds from our childhood and
finally bring our growing-up process as individuals – and ultimately, collectively, as humanity –
to a safe and much more aware conclusion. We hope, ultimately, to convey that when we learn
to bring mindfulness into matrimony, we will make these connections, heal the wounds, and
learn to move on and participate in the healing of the wider wounds that exist between us as
peoples to achieve the long-awaited coming of age of humanity. For us, marriage is full of hope
and potential waiting to be tapped.Those of you who have little taste for psychological theory,
or aren’t interested in exploring the emotional ground to our adult problems, may find the next
three chapters a bit daunting. If the going gets too laboured, you may want to move on to



Chapter 4 which starts the marital journey in earnest. However, we recommend that you at
least get a taste of the background to the whole story. So let’s start at the beginning.PART I:
THE PATH TO MINDFULNESS1Long Before We MeetEach one of us is the fruit of a union
between a father and a mother. This is the beginning of the story for each of us, and when we
marry, our story in the making with all its ins and outs will mingle, interact and merge with that
of our partner’s. So let’s begin by looking at this emotional, physical, psychological and,
ultimately, spiritual developmental tale. The spiritual undercurrent of this tale is gleaned from
our understanding of the Bahá’í teachings.BeginningsAt the moment of our conception through
the attraction of male and female elements, our body starts its journey of growth. At the same
moment our soul comes into being and develops, in intimate association, with the emergent
elements of our physical self. The Bahá’í writings tell us that our coming into being is an
expression of the love of God: ‘O Son of Man! I loved thy creation, hence I created thee.’[3]And
love, in its various manifestations, will continue to feed our being and propel our growth on the
journey. When we are born into this world our soul is pure and unadulterated, but not
developed. This soul basks, figuratively speaking, in the light of God, but must live and develop
through the instrumentality of the physical body with which it remains associated throughout its
life on this planet. Our parents are, so to speak, God’s agency for our coming into this world
which is the venue for the first stage of our spiritual journey. The primary purpose of our life in
this world is the development of our human and spiritual potential, a process which brings us
closer to God. What our soul naturally yearns for is connection with its Creative Source, and it
is also primed to recognize this.Our first home• • • • • • • • • •We’re all citizens of the
wombbefore we subdivideinto sexes and shades– this side, that side[4]Ani Difranco• • • • • • • •
• •The physical world, including the womb and the wide world we are eventually born into, is
also an expression of the love of God. In the world of the womb we do not yet have a sense of
self. It is believed that the nature of our consciousness in the womb world is one of
undifferentiated being. We develop ears, for example, while in the womb, including the capacity
to hear, but the sounds we hear – the beating of our mother’s heart and the muted accents of
her voice – are not heard as something different from our self, because there is no self. There
is just being; listening is going on. It is imagined that this state of the developing embryo is
much like the state of Nirvana described by the Buddha or, figuratively, the Garden of Eden
before we were expelled from it.The womb world becomes the home of momentous physical
developments. A single fertilized egg develops into a marvellously complex little creature in a
mere nine months. Incredibly, this development recapitulates about three billion years of
evolution. No wonder nature provides such a protected environment for this process. We
appear to play no active role in the matrix. We float in body temperature brine. We are fed
through the placenta connected by an umbilical cord to our mother’s circulatory system. We get
our needed oxygen from the same source.Connection to our mother is crucial to us. While we
are void of a sense of self in this womb world, our mother can make a difference to us by the
choices that she makes. She can eat food which is healthy so that our nourishment is better.
She can maintain a healthy lifestyle so that toxins which might get passed on to us do not build
up in her blood system. She can maintain composure, and that peacefulness will be passed on
to us because we are living in the environment of her body. Of course, even these factors
which can make a difference to our development are not entirely in her hands because she is
living in connection with the outside world, which will have an effect on her. The quality of the
air she breathes, the nature of her relationships, especially the closest ones – most
significantly the relationship with her partner – will have an effect. Marriage, even at this first
stage of life in the womb, is already having an impact on our development, as do other factors



of the outside world with which, through our mother, we are vicariously in contact.We arriveWe
eventually come to grow so large that we start to push the walls of the womb to their maximum,
thus triggering the significant revolution that propels us from this comfortable, cosy nook into a
world of light and clamour, vast beyond our as yet undeveloped imagination. The mother who
has given birth, and anyone who has been present at a birth, senses the momentousness of
this occasion.• • • • • • • • • •A baby is God’s opinion that the world should go on.[5]Carl
Sandburg• • • • • • • • • •For us, a massive change and disruption has occurred. Now, all of a
sudden, we need to get oxygen by breathing air through our own lungs. We need to get
nourishment through our own mouth and digest it with our own organs. Our skin feels
temperatures at variance with our own body’s temperature, to which we need to make
adjustments. Our eyes open to this world of light. Our ears hear sounds unmuted by amniotic
fluid and the walls of the womb. Our nostrils breathe in smells unlike those of our mother. With
all these changes and vagaries and all the potential dangers in this world, we are most
fortunately taken into the caring arms of – in most cases – our parents.The following passage
from the Writings of Bahá’u’lláh explains the essence and purpose of this transition:O Son of
Bounty! Out of the wastes of nothingness, with the clay of My command I made thee to appear,
and have ordained for thy training every atom in existence and the essence of all created
things. Thus, ere thou didst issue from thy mother’s womb, I destined for thee two founts of
gleaming milk, eyes to watch over thee, and hearts to love thee. Out of My loving-kindness,
’neath the shade of My mercy I nurtured thee, and guarded thee by the essence of My grace
and favour. And My purpose in all this was that thou mightest attain My everlasting dominion
and become worthy of My invisible bestowals.[6]The new worldIn the years following our birth,
the love of God is manifested most directly through the love of our parents. Parents become
the first signs of God to the newborn baby. The connection to our mother remains crucial.
Although this connection can now be replaced by others, we remain in a position of complete
dependency. We need to be held, fed, changed, kept warm and loved. The first person, the one
most exquisitely primed, to give this care is our mother. As the one who carried us on the nine-
month journey in the womb, she is the one most naturally attuned to our needs for nurturing
and can now provide for these in a more conscious, visible way. Her familiar smell, voice,
heartbeat and ability to nourish us with breast milk, bring familiar aspects of the womb world
into this one. This helps to comfort us.In the beginning, in the best-case scenario we are
padded from all possible danger. We are the centre of attention. Most of our needs are
attended to almost magically and, if not, are looked after as soon as our wailing brings them to
our caregivers’ notice. When we open our eyes to this world, they are met with the eyes of our
caregivers, most lovingly and welcomingly. We are hugged, kissed and generally entertained to
distraction. We are cuddled and coddled, fed, kept warm, kept dry and generally paid close
attention to at all times. Life is a banquet from which we may escape into peaceful sleep any
time we desire. A king or queen could wish no more.Beyond symbiosis• • • • • • • • • •The
precursor of the mirror is the mother’s face. [7]D.W. Winnicott• • • • • • • • • •When the infant first
looks into the eyes of its mother, or others who come to gaze in awe at the miracle of new life,
does it see an ‘other’? We may think so, and indeed the baby quite quickly develops the
capacity to recognize the faces of the different others who care for it. But developmental
psychologists believe that at this early stage the infant’s consciousness is still largely global
and undifferentiated. The things the infant needs come its way. Those providing for its needs
are experienced by the infant as being there only to care for it, a kind of extension of its own
world. Its desires are the axis of the world’s being.• • • • • • • • • •A baby is an angel whose
wings decrease as his legs increase.Anonymous• • • • • • • • • •A dramatic shift in this



perception eventually takes place. As the baby grows under the nurturance of its caregivers, it
develops new capacities. It starts to become mobile and can move out in pursuit of new
experiences. It strives to make sense of more and more of the sights and sounds around it. It
starts to be a little less than completely reliant on the self of others to get what it wants and
needs. Of course, all this time, the complete dependency of the baby on others for its needs is
to some degree a burden on these others, taking time, energy and other resources which are
important to those adults who are involved, directly or indirectly, in its care. The baby is quite
unaware of this. As this little being starts to move into the adult world, it also starts to become a
source of greater concern, of potential harm to itself and to things of importance to adults.
Aspects of its caregivers start to emerge that are impatient for the little one to learn the ways of
the world and to look after itself.• • • • • • • • • •. . . the desolation and terror of, for the first
time,realizing that the mother can lose you, or you her,and your own abysmal loneliness and
helplessness without her. [8]Francis Thompson• • • • • • • • • •A collision starts to take place
between our will as a child to have our needs and desires taken care of, and the will of our
caregivers to have us conform to certain desired behaviours in this world of theirs. There
emerges, gradually, a shift in perception. Where we had been experiencing ourselves as the
centre of creation, we come to see that our whims and desires are not the stuff of the universe.
In fact, others – upon whom we are completely dependent – have a will of their own, and
growing expectations of us. We refer to this radical shift, from the toddler’s point of view, as
‘dethronement’. There are now demands upon us, some of them very hard to understand,
some very unnatural (toilet training is an early example), some difficult to manage because we
really haven’t developed that much yet. Our caregivers, previously viewed as an extension of
our desires, now start to become ‘other’ to us. And as this new sense takes shape, so also
does the sense that we are a self who is unique and distinguished from others. This
emergence of self-awareness is hugely significant and entirely human. This self is eventually
going to be instrumental in our marital relationship. Let us, then, pause a moment to explore its
nature and its development further, for it is precisely the elements of our self which will come
into collision with the elements of our partner’s self when we grow up and marry.SelfSelf has
really two meanings, or is used in two senses, in the Bahá’í writings; one is self, the identity of
the individual created by God. . . . The other self is the ego, the dark, animalistic heritage each
one of us has, the lower nature . . . It is this self we must struggle against . . . in order to
strengthen and free the spirit within us . . . [9]With the emergence of self, a process of
differentiation is occurring: symbiosis is being transformed into the awareness of self and the
concomitant awakening to otherness. Before this development there was just a body craving for
its needs to be met, together with a soul yearning for connection. Simply put, the emerging
human can now be seen as having a three-fold existence: a physical or lower nature related to
our body, a human nature emerging from the awareness of self with its capacity of free will,
and a divine nature related to our soul. This emergent self, as it matures, can lead this being
on its spiritual path of development, closeness to God and connection to others. Paradoxically,
this sense of self, developed as ego, will often become the greatest barrier to that soul’s
connection to its Creator and a source of alienation from others.• • • • • • • • • •Life is just a
chance to grow a soul.[10]Arthur Powell Davies• • • • • • • • • •The self is destined to have a
huge impact on all our relationships – to God, to nature, to other humans. In a fascinating
manner, our spiritual development will take place in the context of all these relationships; they
become our crucible. Standing between the animal and the divine, our sense of self is an
admixture of the ego and our true identity as a spiritual being. The ego element of our self is
strongly prone to our lower, self-centred nature. It is for this very reason that humans stand in



need of guidance to direct their self towards its higher purpose. Religions have traditionally
provided us with a two-fold process, whereby we may consciously battle subtle ego elements
to bring our true self to the fore and develop our soul. The first is spiritual discipline: basically
prayer, study of holy texts, fasting and meditation. The second consists of principles: laws and
teachings which help us transform our relationships in the world. These two processes, of
course, are not entirely distinct; they blend and meld, interact, feed and nurture each other.The
process of developing our spirituality in the context of our human relationships pertains
especially to our focus on marriage. Marriage is one of the conditions created by God for
humans. Animals mate; only humans wed. Marriage is a union formed from the conscious
coming together of a man and a woman in the closest possible way. It is a physical, emotional,
intellectual and spiritual bond. All the teachings and exhortations about human relationships
apply to the marital relationship, but marriage has some significant additional requirements and
freedoms. Given the unique intensity and depth of this relationship, the human ego is destined
to surface all the more insistently, creating huge challenges to the connection and unity of a
couple. Let us, then, explore some of the psychological dynamics of the ego’s development.• • •
• • • • • • •My husband and I divorced over religious differences.He thought he was God, and I
didn’t.Anonymous• • • • • • • • • •Psychological perspectivesPsychology has advanced our
understanding of the development of our human nature and the impact of childhood, especially
the early years, on gaining our identity and functioning in the world. In our early years, our
parents stand at the forefront of our world. While they are sheltering us from the overwhelming
complexities and demands of this world, they emotionally also bring into our relatively simple
world many of the complexities they are struggling with themselves. They may not talk to us
about these complexities and trials but they are nevertheless an unconscious conduit for these.
We are so connected to our parents, so in need of them, that we become sensitively attuned to
their psychic reality. We may not have words for what we intuit, but we feel deeply their hurts
and confusion. We are on constant alert and we will make any adjustment we feel we have to
in order to keep this crucial relationship functioning for our survival. At early stages of our
development, the adjustments we make are preconscious – we don’t even have a sense of self
yet. But even after we start developing a sense of self, we will often respond unconsciously to
the felt reality of our parents.• • • • • • • • • •You don’t really understand human nature unless
you know why a child on a merry-go-round will wave at his parents every time around– and
why his parents will always wave back. [11]Attributed to William D. Tammeus• • • • • • • • • •With
our arrival, our caregiver’s world has also been revolutionized. For most of them, we are a
dream come true. Even to those for whom our conception was a surprise or a problem, the
sight of our vulnerable lovability usually brings them around to as perfect a service as they can
manage. But our constant need of attention comes to be taxing at some point, if not from the
very beginning. The world of our caregivers is demanding, and all the more so with our arrival.
Some mothers face depression, struggle with breastfeeding, sleeplessness, interfering parents,
irresponsible partners and a variety of other problems which may be related or unrelated to our
arrival on the scene.• • • • • • • • • •One of the most obvious results of having a baby around the
house is to turn two good people into complete idiots who probably wouldn’t have been much
worse than mereimbeciles without it. [12]Georges Courteline• • • • • • • • • •Our first
relationshipThe infant–parent relationship starts as extremely intimate: lots of body contact,
skin-to-skin contact, deep and sustained eye contact, unabashed smooching and game
playing. At this stage, what the infant needs is reliable warmth, care, attention and nurturing.
Babies need this care; without it they will die, while deficits in this care will cause wounds to the
psyche. If the parents are able to adequately provide this care, the infant becomes what



psychologists call securely attached. A secure attachment provides the feeling of safety and
equanimity which enables a child to meet the challenges of development and other stresses it
is bound to face in this life. This attachment – which will be challenged with additional demands
as the child moves through different stages of development – is the foundation for the ongoing
relationship between the parents and the child, and for the psychological well-being of the
child. This secure attachment also becomes the foundation for all subsequent human
relationships, the most crucial being its eventual marital relationship.• • • • • • • • • •Most of us
become parents long before we have stoppedbeing children. [13]Mignon McLaughlin• • • • • • •
• • •As described earlier, in growing up we face the inevitable trial of dethronement, but this can
be exacerbated by the probable insufficiencies of our parents or other caregivers. We may bear
the brunt of our caregivers’ frustration, or of outright anger and rage. We may be left too much
to our own devices, or our parents may inconsistently vacillate between paying attention to us
and being unavailable, leaving us in doubt about our value to them and about our own
lovability. Given the backdrop of our complete dependency, these scenarios are felt as deeply
threatening.• • • • • • • • • •Don’t worry that children never listen to you;worry that they are
always watching you. [14]Robert FulghumChildren are natural mimics who act like their
parentsdespite every effort to teach them good manners.Anonymous• • • • • • • • • •Not only is
our relationship with our caregivers instrumental to our development, but as we grow up, what
we see in the relationships of those around us – including siblings, extended family and other
significant figures – impacts the way we learn to relate to others. Amongst these, the most
significant is the relationship between our mother and father. If this relationship is open and
loving, secure attachment most naturally accrues. If not, a sense of insecurity will prevail,
undercurrents of fear will dominate, and many unhealthy dynamics will result.In short, what our
parents and our caregivers (which may include siblings) are for us, and what they are not, have
a huge impact on our being. As we shall see, the experience of our early significant
relationships, which is mainly out of our control, will be ‘remembered’ implicitly and explicitly –
and will manifest itself when we grow up, search for, and get into a relationship with a loving
partner.Personality development: Ego boundariesThe more we are looked after properly, the
more our natural joyfulness and energy stays with us. When we don’t feel safe and secure in
connection with our caregivers we will react, trying to make it ‘better’ or to reduce the fear and
hurt. We will also move into anticipating problems and reacting before they happen. For
humans, what constitutes a threat can be something that is not really a threat at all but, in our
undeveloped child’s mind, it is perceived as a threat. Many things that parents do out of love
can be perceived by a child as being threatening. However, we use our huge human potential
to manage our way through as best we can. This includes a wide array of responses to the
various stimuli, or anticipated stimuli, our world challenges us with. Some of our patterns of
reacting come from our natal strengths; some strength is developed out of need. With
repetition, we will come to identify with these reactive modes of behaviour as aspects of our
personality. This is an acquired sense of self which in fact serves, in many ways, to keep us a
safe distance from others and conspires against true intimacy.• • • • • • • • • •The walls we build
around us to keep sadness outalso keep out the joy.[15]Jim Rohn• • • • • • • • • •Remember, we
are primarily a soul, yearning for connection to our Creator. As social creatures, however, we
are primed to connect to others in our collective journey towards God. Wanting intimate
engagement and making contact with other souls in their diverse make up becomes a way of
finding completion and thus an aspect of fulfilling our soul’s yearning. Psychologically, however,
our woundedness from our childhood – or even trauma from our adolescent or adult
experience – calls forth modes of protection which tend to keep us disconnected. But deep



down inside we harbour a yearning for the bliss of those times of deep, unconditional loving
connection. Although there was no greater joy than the bliss of abandoned, unselfconscious
closeness to our caregivers, the instability in these and other relationships come to be
experienced as potential sources of hurt and thus threats to our survival.• • • • • • • • • •Your
children vividly remember every unkind thing you ever did to them, plus a few you really didn’t.
[16]Mignon McLaughlin• • • • • • • • • •How we use our energies to protect ourselvesIn response
to danger, animals instinctively call forth one of four general reactions: flee, getting out of the
situation as fast as possible; freeze, keeping still in hope that the threat will not notice you and
go away; submit, giving in to the inevitable; or attack, aggressively moving in to try to dominate
the situation. Humans will fall back on these same primitive responses, but they will be called
forth in much more diverse kinds of situations. Psychologically, we can feel threatened by many
kinds of different stimuli. Also, the manner of using these responses takes on many subtle and
diverse appearances.Generally, the first three reactive modes described above can be
characterized as being a minimizing or a constricting of energy, while the fourth is maximizing
or an expanding of energy. As humans, we elaborate on the minimizing or maximizing modes
in various ways. We all develop, to varying degrees, our capacities in both these primary forms
of expressing our energy, but each individual tends to favour one over the other. Often, if a child
experiences his or her parents as being controlling and too intrusive, it will tend to withdraw or
avoid contact as a defence. Conversely, if a child experiences his or her parents as being
under-involved and uninterested, it will tend to go after the parent, cling or do things to get
attention. Minimizing and maximizing are the yin and yang of ego defence and they start very
early. Retreating or pursuing are both ways of protecting ourselves from what is felt as potential
hurt. These are the ways we build walls, judge and separate our ‘self’ from the ‘self’ of others.
Our ego is at the centre of these mechanisms; it is obsessed with serving its own interests.
These reactive modes, expressions of the acquired self, keep us out of touch with the higher
and true self – our own and that of others. In this way we avoid authentic connection. In later
chapters we will see how we take these minimizing and maximizing responses into our marital
relationship.• • • • • • • • • •As any action or posture long continued will distort and disfigure the
limbs;so the mind likewise is crippled and contracted by perpetual application to the same set
of ideas.[17]Dr Samuel Johnson• • • • • • • • • •Over and above parents – societySociety
influences us much more than most of us suspect. Even in our earliest years of development
when we have little direct contact with outside society, its ways are being passed on to us
through our parents. As we grow older we encounter society more directly and are
consequently more directly influenced by it. In this process, we come to the conclusion that
certain aspects of our functioning are not right, not good, not productive, not mature, not
adequate. In response to these negative messages, we tend to close down in those areas of
functioning and rely more on other areas which seem to get us through with less notice or
criticism, or which may be appreciated and praised. Some of these functions may be gender-
related, both in their nascent strengths and their social reception. The four general functions
which come to be affected by social contact and societal impositions are feeling, thinking,
sensing and acting.• • • • • • • • • •The life history of the individual is first and foremost an
accommodation to the patterns and standards traditionally handed down in his community.
[18]Ruth Benedict• • • • • • • • • •Feeling• • • • • • • • • •Feelings are not supposed to be
logical.Dangerous is the man who has rationalized his emotions.[19]Attributed to David
Borenstein• • • • • • • • • •Feelings are an important aspect of our being. We are born fully alive
to our feelings but socialization can have an oppressive influence on our ability to be conscious
of them and to express them. Moreover, male brains tend to operate differently from female



brains. Males are generally less able to recognize feelings and to discuss how they feel. While
this weakness in males is by no means universal, the tendency has come, in most societies, to
define ‘maleness’ in certain significant ways. Society takes this propensity, sanctions it as
principle, and then uses it as a bludgeon for the expression of feelings in men. Many boys learn
from their parents that ‘men don’t cry’. In this way many males, already weak in the area of
accessing feelings, get the message that having feelings is not good, or at least not for men. In
male-dominated societies, being ‘emotional’ is equated both with weakness and with women.
This not only discourages in men any motivation to explore their feelings; it brings them to
judge women negatively when they ‘get emotional’. In this way, too, women get a negative
message about feelings: while they are ‘doomed’ to have them, they are viewed as inferior
whenever they bring feelings up, especially to men. In any case, anyone living in a social
context where feelings are not valued may well be inclined to suppress this aspect of their
functioning regardless of gender.Thinking• • • • • • • • • •Did you ever stop to think, and forget to
start again?[20]A. A. Milne• • • • • • • • • •We all have the capacity to think, but a gender bias
has built up around this capacity as well. Because of this, women sometimes hide or veil their
intelligence, and men often feel intimidated by women who show their intelligence. For
example, it has long been believed that girls tend to be weaker in mathematics than boys.
Present-day studies are challenging this conception and, while the outcome is still not entirely
clear, it may be that mathematical abilities in girls tend to develop later than in boys. School
systems may be geared to pupils whose maths skills develop earlier, giving those whose
abilities develop later an early negative experience that tends to derail their sense of
accomplishment. With a gender bias in the system, many females get the message that being
good at maths is not feminine, so that even many girls who are good at it may feel shamed into
repressing it. There is research that shows that girls do better in single-sex schools because as
soon as they hit adolescence they start hiding their abilities so as not to compete with the boys
and therefore be ‘undatable’! Beyond this issue of social acceptability, any child who is anxious
concerning the expectations of his or her significant caregivers can get its thinking ability tied in
knots and close down certain aspects of its intellectual functioning. As with feeling, the function
of thinking in general may become hindered in its development if a child receives chronic
negative messages about his or her mental abilities.Sensing• • • • • • • • • •Our own physical
body possesses a wisdom which we who inhabit the body lack.We give it orders which make
no sense. [21]Attributed to Henry Miller• • • • • • • • • •A baby is fully alive in all parts of its body,
and is very flexible. Some of this is lost through psychological wounding as we grow up and
which we have described earlier. Psychological wounding has a physical component. The ego
barriers we build up results in a kind of body armouring as well. Further to this, the function of
relating to our bodies and sensing may also become arrested or repressed in response to
social messages we receive from those around us. If we do not seem to develop apace with
others, or if our body becomes a source of shame for us, we shut down certain of its
capacities. We may get the message that we are clumsy, weak, ugly, too sensual, too active,
too tall or too short, too fat or too thin, for example, and internalize these messages to such a
degree that we close ourselves off to our body or develop rigid patterns in relation to it. One
result of modern society, for many of us, is that we are obsessed with how we appear to others
and become alienated from our internal sensing of our own body.Acting• • • • • • • • • •When it
comes to getting things done,we need fewer architects and more bricklayers. [22]Attributed to
Colleen C. Barrett• • • • • • • • • •Babies act and move instinctively. As long as they have
developed the physical capability, if they want something or want to do something, they go for
it. They just do it. Socialization throws a wrench in this for many of us. The function of acting,



getting things done, moving on our ideas, can get repressed in ways similar to the repression
of the other three general functions. We may get shamed for taking initiative, told repeatedly
not to do this or that. Later we may be told not to step out of line or to ‘think’ before we do
something. Even later we may get blanket messages such as, ‘you can’t do anything’ or ‘you
will never succeed’. With this kind of input we may, in time, step back from taking initiative and
retreat into other forms of functioning which have less risk involved or which don’t draw
attention.• • • • • • • • • •Kids: they dance before they learn there is anything that isn’t music.
[23]William Stafford• • • • • • • • • •Messages we receive from our social milieu have a varying
impact on us. Some of us shut down in one or two areas, but do well or even overcompensate
in one or two others. The reasons for repressing our primary functions of thinking, feeling,
doing or sensing become lost to us. Rather, we come to define ourselves in terms of our ability
or lack of ability in these areas. When running into certain difficulties because of our limited
development in certain areas we say things like ‘I’m not good at maths,’ ‘I’m not the sentimental
type,’ ‘I’m a procrastinator;’ ‘I’m not into sports/dancing,’ – each of these to a large extent in
accordance with which of the primary functions we have repressed.
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